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We believe misinformation is neither a contagious virus with no antidote, nor a blurry buzzword we

can’t solve. Rather, misinformation is often based on powerful, malicious players having the best

strategy and most funding for utilizing new communication tools/techniques, to amplify their agenda.

To solve this problem, our thesis is simple: We turn misinformation into social momentum,

outnumbering the bad apples. Every time a bad voice publishes biased information, they’re receiving

a negative return on investment. Put simply, they’re triggering more community-spread credible

information, drowning their misinformation.

United4Information – Who are we?

We uncover misinformation that spread in real-time right now, inform people, and show what can

be done. This includes giving help, support, tools and an optimistic feeling of community to make

it all happen sustainably.

United for Information (U4I) is a venture out of the SquintLabs Ecosystem, a tech and service

portfolio against misinformation. Serial-entrepreneur Pete Borum (Exit Reelio, 2018 to AT&T), and

Julian Haug, initiator of various companies in the fight for better information, have built SquintLabs

to create a coalition against misinformation. U4I is their first internal incubation that will leverage

this foundation to create a global anti-misinformation alert and community.
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What is our misinformation alert about?

48 hours ago, our misinformation live tracker detected a piece of

misinformation that raised our alarms:

1. The detected article tries to be scientific in its appearance. Using

references but simultaneously proclaiming the failure of

traditional science, proven through the Corona Pandemic.

2. It is dangerous as it undermines peoples trust in vital scientific

research, that helps us to stop the virus outbreak.

3. We found, that Story first appeared on the 19th of June on

Citizens For Free Speech. Tracking its distribution, we found

active involvement of accounts linked to spreading of populist

propaganda and actual bot accounts.

4. Having picked up momentum we see (and further expect) the

misinformation spreading to more English-speaking regions,

putting people at risk.

3 Days

What can we do about it?

As this is affecting us all, and happening right in front of our eyes, it is time to stop the

nonsense. If you show the full background of the misinformation event to your network and

let people make up their mind from where they want to be influenced, we can stop false

narratives right when they are starting.

We ask you to:

- Raise awareness for the importance of relying

on peer-reviewed science when tackling social

issues (pandemics).

- Share the misinformation alert, so your

community knows all perspectives before they

are subjected to bad influence

Why should you trust us?

You shouldn’t! After all you don’t know us and we are asking

you to spread information using your platform. In our universe

that is like taking somebodies luggage on a plane.

But maybe you can take a closer look at us and check if you

like what you are seeing.

This is our first campaign, so there is not a lot to find. Still, we

work in the most transparent fashion possible. You can find

links to all of our analysis and research on our website

(united4information.com). Also, there is an overview of all the

incredible people that have contributed to make us happen.

We are 32 misinformation activists, voluntarily working for

United4Information because we believe in our mission:

Our societies are, and always have been, shaped by the

information available to its citizens. Thus, we see the surfacing

of transparent information as the mean to making this a world

we want to live in.

Challenge us to be better!

This is our first time . Still, there is no greater

responsibility than claiming to know the credibility of

information. Is this really all misinformation? Are you only

referencing Information you have checked? Ahh…I don’t

know – no..

What I mean is that we are trying hard to live up to our high

ethical standard in dealing with information. Still, wherever

feasibility constrains leave room for criticism, let us know!

Only then we can learn and become the organization you

and we want us to be!

Reach out to us for questions!

hello@united4information.com

@united4info @united4information
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https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/the_miserable_pseudo_science_behind_face_masks_social_distancing_and_contact_tracing

